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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Open' competition.

May Flowers...

Whether you go hunting in your yard, neigh-
borhood, or the “usual places” like Hudson 
Gardens, or Denver Botanical Gardens and 
Chatfield this is the time of year for floral 
photos. 

Grab that macro lens and have a good time.

Featured Article

As spring and summer rolls in what are you go-
ing to shoot (besides flowers)? How about 
Trees? They’re all over the place. 

Russ gives us some tips here...

Mark your Calendar! May 22nd is our first club “photo meetup” of 2022 at the Colorado Rail-
road Museum. A perfect chance to get some shots for upcoming competitions AND see other 
photographers face to face (imagine that!).
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Our Mission

The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is  to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and 
mastery of photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings

Meetings are held the Second & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Our meeting place is online via Zoom until 
further notice.  Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and normally end by 9:00 PM .

Heading for the Light by Joe Bonita
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Tree Photography In Every Season

By Russ Burden

Go out on a limb to capture images of trees in as many ways as possible.

Although the theme of this article is trees, it can be applied to many subjects. Press on and apply much 
of the advice and particulars to whatever you photograph. 
I begin with a teaser: Why did the tree take a nap? For rest.

The Root Of The Problem

Trees became a poplar subject for me when I got 
into a photo funk. I got caught up in the doldrums, 
I wanted to make photos, but nothing excited me. 

One day, I opened a magazine and a gorgeous 
photo of a tree was on the page to which I turned. 
That was my motivator. So much so, the next time 
I got stuck in a rut and felt stumped, I opened a 
different magazine to a page and told myself that 
whatever nature subject I first saw, I would make 
it a priority to create a portfolio. If the same hap-
pens to you, adopt this rut buster and utilize the 
idea.

Trees are very diverse both as a species and as photography subjects. Entire forests that dwell on hill-
sides make wonderful images. A single tree that stands alone has unlimited potential. A solitary leaf that 
dangles from a branch or has already fallen can wind up as a wall hanging over your fireplace. The poten-
tial is endless. Each season introduces variations, and dramatic weather provides even more. There are 
aspects that dictate what trees we photograph. The primary one is deciduous vs. coniferous. For the 
sake of simplicity, this week’s tip focuses on deciduous.

Tree Photography In Spring

How wood you best capture a tree in spring? 
Trees in spring offer a wide variety of subject mat-
ter. Flowering deciduous provide photographers 
with subject matter that ranges from macro to 
forested hillsides. As buds morph into flowers, 
break out the macro lens to zero in on individual 
blossoms. Use flash to soften the contrast. In mid-
day bright sun, I don’t often make photos. Con-
trast is elevated, the color is cool in tone and the 
sun’s angle is poor. But the world of macro can be 
augmented with flash. Attach a macro lens and 
use flash as the main light. Use small apertures to 
get the entire blossom in focus. 
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This benefits a photographer in that light from a flash falls off quickly, so backgrounds tend to go dark. 
This makes for stronger images because background distractions that would otherwise show up are 
darker.

Tree Photography In Summer

No conifers, so how would you spruce up a deciduous? 
Think green and think patterns. Green dominates the 
summer months. This can act as a negative as we don’t 
tend to view green as an exciting color. With this in 
mind, reserve the times you photograph summer trees 
for sunrise and sunset when light adds color to the 
scenery. The warm glow of rise and set helps bathe the 
trees in hues that evoke more emotion in the viewer.

 Look for patterns in trees at a local park, a forest or 
along a hillside. I live near the western mountains and 
often photograph aspens. An aspen forest is actually a 
single organism in that the forest originates from a sin-
gle tree. Aspens send out root suckers from which new 
trees sprout. They often create patterns, especially in 
their trunks of white. 

Walk through the forest and seek out the patterns to 
add a different twist to your tree images.

Tree Photography In Fall

What root do you take to make the best autumn 
image? Backlight is key, especially when autumn-
colored leaves take on a semitransparent look. 
The light radiates through the leaves and provides 
a glow. The light is dramatic and emits oohs and 
aahs from viewers of backlit fall-colored foliage. 

Sidelight at sunrise and sunset should also be 
sought after when you make tree images in the 
fall. When side-lit, on a clear day, the sky is often 
its bluest. This works well if you know color the-
ory. Yellow, orange and red are opposites of the 
blue spectrum, so when they’re juxtaposed, the 
warm colors come forward and the cool tones re-
cede. This gives the viewer the impression the leaves have three-dimensionality.
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Tree Photography In Winter

How does one log in to obtain the best winter tree 
image? Silhouettes are the name of the game in 
winter as are frost or snow-covered tree skele-
tons that have character, shape and form. Isolate 
and simplify your composition by singling out 
trees that have a unique structure. Photograph 
them against a colorful sunrise or sunset to create 
the silhouette. 

If dark clouds are behind the tree, move to your 
left or right as you don’t want the dark branches 
to create tone mergers with the dark clouds that 
often lack vibrant color. Monitor the weather and 
if the forecast calls for overnight snow followed 

by a clear morning, visit your favorite tree early in the day and work the backlit silhouette, the early 
sidelight with the tree against the blue sky and then repeat the backlight to capture the frosty glow of 
snow on each limb.

As I mentioned in paragraph one, many of the tips and techniques I explained can also be applied to 
other subjects. Think about how your favorite one can benefit from what I shared. I’m rooting for you to 
make some great images!

– Russ Burden

(all images in this article © Russ Burden)
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Program & Competition Meetings

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

05/11/22 Program – Night Photography 
by Chris Attrell

05/25/22 Subject – Abstract

06/08/22 Program – The World Thru my 
Lens by J.R. Schnelzer

06/22/22 Subject – Transportation

06/29/22 Mentor Meeting

07/13/22 Program – Urban Architectural 
Photography by Rick Hulbert

07/27/22 Subject – Open

May 11 Program with Chris Attrell

Chris Attrell illustrates his program on night photography with images of abandoned places and small 
towns in the Canadian plains. You may recognize some similar opportunities in Colorado. Among other 
things, he will cover painting with light, selecting lens, staying safe, getting access permissions, and 
(briefly cover) photographing the auroras.

Chris began his photographic journey in 1996 as a landscape and nature photographic hobbyist. His in-
terest took a more localized turn in 2003 when he started to explore rural Alberta and Saskatchewan, 
seeking out symbols of the prairie past; grain elevators, ghost towns, and abandoned buildings. He has 2 
photo books published, both of which became Amazon bestsellers for photo books in Canada.

This Month's Competition is Abstracts

The official definition - “Abstract art uses the visual language of form, 
curves, focus, texture, color and line to create a composition that exists in-
dependently of visual references to the world. A good abstract may have 
reality in it, it just is not about that reality. (For example, a water abstract 
may have images of water in it…but the abstract composition is not JUST 
about the water.). The image may be enhanced or manipulated in Photo-
shop or other editing tools, but the photographer should concentrate on 
the composition and art of the captured image and not generate it entirely 
within software tools.“

We had a great Program on Abstracts in April, and a bunch of educa-
tional and instructional resources in the last newsletter. Honestly, we 
should be seeing all 10’s in this month’s competition. (don’t ya think?)

Judge will be Paul Weinrauch

And remember, we are limiting to 2 images per person for all Compe-
titions done via Zoom.
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April ‘Open’ Competition Results

Media Artist Image Title Score

F8 B&W Digital Laura Blake James Dean 9

Ernie Kuemmerer I had better, it tastes like dirt 9

Ernie Kuemmerer The Arno River 10

Color Digital David Bessen Tranquility found on a D-Day beach 9

David Bessen Rock 'n' Roll Rabbi 9

Terry Hanford When Our Ship Comes In 9

Terry Hanford Rain Dance 9

F11 B&W Digital Ally Green Samburu tribe 9

Steve Wilton Hoop 9

Ally Green Cubs Way 10

Steve Wilton Roof Cloud 10

Color Digital Bob Bartlett Caught in the Middle 9

Bill Dickson Looking at new through the old 9

Bill Rothenmeyer The Store 9

F16 B&W Digital Joe Bonita Heading for the Light 10

Dan Greenberg What should I do next? 10

Oz Pfenninger Navigating the Maze 10

Color Digital Victoria Ashby The Vigil 9

Dave Hull The Gaze 9

Dave Hull Paddling Through Grasses 9

Todd Lytle Chasing Windmills - Chasing Passover Moon 9

Butch Mazzuca Birds of a feather 9

Butch Mazzuca Prepare for landing 9

Oz Pfenninger Wrapped and Bundled 9

Ronald Schaller Rialto Beach 9

Shawn Slade Stairway to... 9

Joe Bonita JB_Enameled Woman 10

Dan Greenberg 1940 Ford Portrait 10

Gwen Paton Another Stage of Beauty 10

Gwen Paton Historic Jail Circa 1802 10

Judge for this competition was Larry Treadwell. See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.

    

Roof Cloud by Steve Wilton
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Photo Contests

The American Landscape 2022 Photo Contest

Deadline: May 31, 2022

Now in its eleventh year, The American Landscape is Outdoor Photographer's premier annual photo 
contest celebrating our country's wild places. Submit your best landscape photographs for a chance to 
win recognition and great prizes including publication in a future issue of Outdoor Photographer.

Visit the OP contest webpage for all the prize info, links to last year’s winners, and submission info.

Minimalist Photography Awards

Deadline: June 5, 2022

The MPA recognizes photography’s leading talents who are creating, shaping and defining the world of 
photography today. Win 2000$ and international recognition in the prestigious Minimalist Photography 
Awards.

Minimalist Photography Awards is open to all Photographers: Amateur and Professional from all over 
the world. There are a dozen Categories you can submit in. 

Visit the Minimalist Photography Awards website for details, prize info, and to submit your work.

Local Photo Opps & Events

Photo Shoot Outing for FCC Members, May 22nd

FCC Members, join us for a group photo shoot opportunity at the Colorado Railroad Museum. You will 
have the opportunity to get some great photos for the upcoming "Transportation" and "Detail" competi-
tions. Here is the information.

Where: Colorado Railroad Museum, 17155 W. 44th Ave., Golden, CO 80403
When: Sunday, May 22, 2022 from 9 am until noon (we'll meet just inside the front entrance)

CRRM Phone:  800-365-6263 Website: https://coloradorailroadmuseum.org/

Admission: $10 adults and $8 Seniors (60+)  You can purchase tickets online at their website.

Directions: Take exit 265 off of I-70 onto Colorado Highway 58 and follow the signs.

We look forward to seeing you! Confirm you are attending with a quick email to Victoria at 
President@focuscolorado.com, or contact her if you have any questions.

Exploring the Light Exhibit

The Lone Tree Art Center, 10075 Commons St., Lone Tree, Colorado, is currently featuring their annual 
Exploring the Light Photography Exhibit Monday to Friday, 8-4 until June 5, 2022.  Two of our Focus 
members are represented (Ron Schaller and Gwen Paton) but there are many more names you may 
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recognize in the Exhibit. There were 218 photos entered into this juried show and approximately 50 
chosen in 5 categories for the exhibit by Juror, Dawn Wilson.

Focus Club Show at St Andrew church

Fifteen of our fellow Focus Camera Club members will be exhibiting their photos at St. Andrew UMC,  
9203 S. University Blvd., Highlands Ranch from May 14 to June 21, 2022. Hours are Mon-Fri, 9-5 pm.

There will be photos at the back of the Sanctuary as well as in the Exhibit Hall. The Exhibit will be a good 
opportunity for additional exposure for the Club. There will be an Opening Reception on Sunday May 15 
from 10 am to noon, at the Church and all members are welcome to attend. For additional information, 
please contact Exhibit Coordinator Gwen Paton at vicepresident@focuscolorado.com.

Frame #37

A collection of extra tidbits discovered during the past few weeks.

— Did you know May is National Photography Month? Yup – ever since 1987! Learn something new, 
plan a photo shoot, finally organize your images...however you may want to improve your craft.

— Where can you find inspiration? How about from classic art? Here are five of the many ways you may 
find classic art teaches you about light or color or posing or… Hit the CreativeLive blog to read.

— Tamron does a lot to support the photographic community. One way is through free online webinars, 
which are listed here along with many in-person events across the country.

Style has no formula, but it has a secret key. It is the 
extension of your personality.

— Ernst Haas
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The Vigil by Victoria Ashby
Tranquility found on a D-Day beach by David Bessen
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